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Society 

increasingly 

expects business 

activity to align 

with its values and 

goals. People are 

asking:

How can business be 

a force for good and 
build back a better, 

sustainable 

environment and 

society?

H1: society will support businesses that have 

congruent values and goals 
(ie business that is seen to meet society’s needs)
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Health and 

economic 

concerns have 

peaked with 

Covid-19 but 

environmental 

concerns have 

also stayed 

high:

Society is seeing the 

entire system as the 

problem
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Forestry is 

associated 

with a wide 

range of 

conflicts but 

forestry also 

offers diverse 

opportunities  

and natural 

solutions
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Covid-19 pandemic impacts forest economy, society 

and ecology but forestry can also drive reconstruction

4 stages of disaster recovery adapted from the Red Cross
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Kairos

The Covid-19 

pandemic has 

created the 

opportune moment 

for forestry to position 

itself as a driving 

force to transform 

society for the better
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Forests can 

address 

‘disillusionment’ 

by manifestly 

demonstrating 

their role in 

‘reconstruction’: 

opportunity to 

build a better 

future
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Because 

planting 

trees is a 

powerful 

symbol of 

hope
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“Build 
back better 
with
The 
Ultimate 
Renewable” 
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Three ingredients required for forestry to be 

the driving force in Building Back Better …
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Data

• Consistent

• Robust

• Timely

• Comparable

And most 

importantly:

• Shared

1
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“If you want to go 
fast, go alone, 

if you want to go 
far, go together”

Cooperation

2
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Strategic plan

3

Clear stages of co-design & research with 

identified, actionable goals



Thank you

Sydney: Level 5, 60 Reservoir Street, Surry Hills NSW 

Melbourne: The Commons, 3 Albert Coates Lane, Melbourne VIC

Canberra: Keep Co Unit 3, Building 2, 1 Dairy Road, Fyshwick ACT

www.pollinate.com.au

http://www.pollinate.com.au/

